Because of Love: Series Bundle

FIRST LOVE (prequel) When freelance
computer tech Jake Landon comes to
Sabrina Monroes rescue her first day on the
job, the two develop a sudden attraction
that neither can ignore. While Jake sets out
to win her over, Sabrina is having a hard
time forgetting the humiliating outcome of
her last office romance and wants nothing
more than to focus on her budding, new
career--not the attractive IT guy. Or so she
keeps telling herself. Yet, as the seductive
pull of Jakes charm draws her unwittingly
closer, causing tension and frustration to
flare brightly between them, Sabrina is
determined not to break her firm rule:
never again date someone she works with.
Ever. But the rules of attraction cannot be
ignored, and Sabrina must decide if she is
willing to release her inhibitions and give
love a chance. BECAUSE YOU LOVE
ME (book 1) Sabrina Monroe and Jake
Landon are caught in a tug of war between
love and trust. A hurt Sabrina wants
nothing more than to forget about Jake and
the fierce love they once shared. A wary
yet determined Jake wants to bury the past
and start anew. When old feelings and
desires are reawakened, Sabrina struggles
to keep her distance--and protect her heart.
But its a losing battle shes not even sure
she wants to win. With Jake determined to
gain back her love, Sabrina is left longing
for his trust. In a fight for all or nothing,
theyll soon discover that even an imperfect
love can triumph over all. BECAUSE
YOU ARE MINE (book 2) Growing up,
Cara Sinclair and Drake Ross shared an
undeniable bond... until they found
themselves in a fight for their lives. Drake
soon learns that betrayal cuts deep, and the
connection he and Cara once shared is
irrevocably shattered. Twelve years later,
fate conspires to bring them back together.
Drake has been hired as the new Finance
Director for a prominent consulting
firm--and as Caras new boss. Yet while
they struggle with their reawakened desires
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and unforgotten passions, Drake is left
more uncertain of the past that tore them
apart. But the love that binds them proves
impenetrable. And when light is finally
shed on the secrets that haunt them, Cara
and Drake soon discover that danger still
lurks... and betrayal cuts deeper than they
could have ever imagined.

KING SERIES BUNDLE has 631 ratings and 73 reviews. so fearful of, a man of violence, and yet so much love, was
struggling with control because of me.Autumn Rain Series Bundle - Kindle edition by Rachel Ann Nunes. Download it
Framed For Love: (Deal for Love, Book 2) (Love Series) 5.0 out of 5 stars.But then he finds out that Raine may be
Lazars next victim. .. I love this series Shannon McKenna you are awesome now Im bout to start reading Brunos storyIf
I Break BUNDLE BOOKS 1-3 - Kindle edition by Portia Moore. The Legacy Series ( Volume 1): The Love series,
Wrapped series, and You find yourself unable to put your book or device down because you want to see what will
happenBeyond Series Bundle has 305 ratings and 20 reviews. Catch up before the final book comes out at the end of
2016! Beyond Jealousy .. I love this series!The Beauty Series Bundle: Beauty from Pain, Beauty from Surrender, and
Beauty from It had just the right amount of humor, angst, love and romance, and sex. I honestly give Georgia a lot of
credit because I cant image writing books is allEditorial Reviews. Review. There is a bold mission when [Butler] puts
pen to paper to grab our . To me, theres a fine line between slow burn and dragged out. But these were truly slow burn, I
never felt bored one minute and they consumedSingle Wide Female in Love Complete Bundle: Books 1-4 - Kindle
edition by Lillianna Blake, P. Seymour. Download it Now the in love series surpass my expectations which is great.
Sammy Inspires me to get out and do something new.Judgement of the Six Series Bundle Books 1-3 - Kindle edition by
Melissa Haag. of books really caught my interest and attention to where it was hard to stop reading so buy the bundle
because youll want to read them all. Love this author!Innocences Series Bundle by [Riley, Alexa] . The Innocence
Series Bundle is very special to me because Owning Her But so still love Alexa Riley books.Editorial Reviews. Review.
Beyond Shame is a wonderfully, well thought out erotic dystopian .. Love all the characters as if they were living in my
world.Editorial Reviews. From the Author. About the Beyond Series This book is part of the Beyond Find out when the
next book is released: Sign up for release . I love the fascinating setting and the ongoing plot of the series. I love how the
sex
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